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LETTER FROM THE
STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD
Friends,
Amid enduring and evolving crises, humanity always perseveres to overcome
the challenge of change. Previous years marked with uncertainty have elevated
the voices of those unheard and provided opportunities for introspection and
growth. Today, we are driven more than ever to inspire and effect just
transition, building more inclusive and resilient communities.
As a result, 2021 was an important year for ESG and Impact Investing. The
public, together with corporate stakeholders, assiduously pushed to increase
transparency and real action and were met with support from policy drivers.
The SEC set about proposing a full set of ESG disclosure requirements for
public companies’ annual reports. The Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act
signed into law included several billion dollars allocated toward combating
climate change and investing in underserved communities.
NIIF’s investment decision in KIGT this year was partly influenced by the
expansive clean energy transition market created by the booming ESG
industry and policy drivers such the Infrastructure Bill. KIGT is a Black and
Asian owned EV charging company focused on reshaping human habits
and providing mobility and access to all.
Building on four years of operations and on the groundwork of previous
classes, NIIF aims to mature its selection process of investment targets in
accordance with the Impact Management Project framework while continuing
the advancement of racial equity. We sourced a highly competitive pool of
impact driven companies and focused not only on the lockstep impact created
for underserved communities but also on the opportunity to address structural
racism embedded in capital markets.
The Fund’s ability to execute and deliver on impact is made possible by our
generous donors. This year, we have raised just under 5% of our $1M total
target. We truly appreciate your support and investment in the students and
the Fund’s continued learning and growth.
NIIF is committed to pursuing causes and addressing issues critical to the
wellbeing of our communities. There is still much work to be done but we are
excited and inspired by the increasingly widespread focus and efforts toward
unleashing capital for good.
Change is on the horizon, and the sun is rising.
Sincerely,
Carrie Zhang, NIIF Student Advisory Board President
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NIIF OVERVIEW

What We Do
NYU Impact Investment Fund (NIIF) sources, evaluates, and
supports the growth of the next generation of worldchanging social enterprises.
NIIF is uniquely positioned to locate and cultivate these
firms due to its position at the nexus of business,
academia, public policy, and law.
Via a donor-advised fund, NIIF directs patient, catalytic
capital to impact assets across five focus areas—education,
financial
inclusion,
agriculture
and
food
systems,
environment, and healthcare.
NIIF continues to affirm its commitment to diversity,
equity, and inclusion (DEI) and a global recovery with
these values front and center. Accordingly, all deals
pursued this academic year kept equity and inclusivity as
a priority.

Mission-driven, Student-led
NIIF is an interdisciplinary course participated in by
students from NYU's Wagner, Stern, and Law schools to
provide real life impact investing experience.
Each of our five issue focus areas is managed by a team of
students devoted to sourcing and conducting due
diligence on firms operating in that impact domain.
NIIF
associates
pitch
potential
investments
to
an
Investment Committee of faculty advisors and NYU alumni
in executive nonprofit and investment positions, who
ultimately approve the investment.
The year-long academic process includes enterprise
sourcing with continuous dialogue with founders, theoryof-change analysis, due diligence, detailed financial
models, investment deal structuring, documenting the
progress throughout, and idea pitching to NIIF student
associates and the investment committee.

Your Support Matters
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B U R E A U

Your donations drive the generation of powerful social,
environmental, and financial returns in five key sectors by
empowering students with robust impact management
experience and opening up their future leading-edge
opportunities.
Donations to NIIF support an evergreen platform for
impact investing, contributing to leadership development
and catalytic impact focused on maximizing the ripple
effect and additionality of the investment.

NIIF TIMELINE

Fall
Form Deal Teams & Develop Investment Thesis

September

Deal Sourcing & Impact Mapping of Potential
Investments (~100 per team)

Finalize Deal Sourcing & Present Profiles to Student
Advisory Board (SAB) & NIIF Investment Committee

October

Narrowing to 3 Investment Candidates

November
Investment Candidate Due Diligence

Selection of Proposed Investments by
SAB/Faculty

December

Spring
February

Prepare Investment Committee Documentation

March

Present to Investment Committee

April

Approved Investment Deal Documentation

May

Signed Term Sheet

Investment Reporting & Class Knowledge Transfer
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PORTFOLIO SUMMARY

Investments
Closed

3
Since 2019

Committed
Capital

80K
USD

Impact
Focus

2019

30K

Environment

2020

25K

Education

2022

25K

Environment

Impact Management Project ®
Five Dimensions of How We Measure Impact

WHAT

WHO

HOW MUCH

CONTRIBUTION

RISK

What outcomes are the enterprise contributing to and how
important are the outcomes to stakeholders?
Which stakeholders are experiencing the outcome and how
underserved were they prior to the enterprise’s effect?
How many stakeholders experienced the outcome, what degree of change
did they experience, and how long did they experience the outcome for?

Did the enterprise’s and/or investor’s efforts result in outcomes
that were likely better than what would have occurred otherwise?
What is the likelihood that the impact will be different than
expected?
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MARKETING CAMPAIGN

Sindi Mafico

Tyler Rice

Norah Frank

Education Team
NIIF Marketing Officer

Healthcare Team

Healthcare Team

Fundraising Strategies:
The marketing team followed all industry best practices for fundraising including introducing an incentive for
current NIIF students to leverage their personal contacts to raise funds. The student who raised the most funds
and the student who received the most donations would get the opportunity to have a one-on-one with the
Investment Committee. Congratulations to Tyler Rice who managed to raise the most funds for NIIF and
will have the opportunity to speak to the Investment Committee.
Strategies:
Creating pledge sheets
Posting marketing videos on LinkedIn
Starting an email campaign.

Current NIIF Class
1.7%

NIIFAA
36.1%

Total raised for future NIIF cohorts up to $40,225:
$700 from the current NIIF class
$14,525 from NIIF Alumni Association (NIIFAA) members
$25,000 was raised through other fundraising initiatives
catalyzed by NIIFA matching contributions.

Other Fundraising Initiatives
62.2%

LETTER FROM NIIF'S MARKETING
OFFICER
I attribute the success of our campaign to NIIFAA. Over $40,000 of funds were raised from members
of the alumni association through direct and matching contributions. Their generosity serves as a
testament to the value they derived from NIIF. I’d also like to thank Shenese Jones, the Associate
Director of Marketing at NYU who helped us with the administrative aspects of fundraising and
played an instrumental role in facilitating our collaboration with NIIFAA. I’d like to thank Professor
Taitel and Professor Ramos for their continued help and support throughout the fundraising
campaign; the current NIIF class for raising $700 out of the total $15,225; Simone Shaheen and Grace
Earle who spearheaded the NIIFAA campaign; and last but not least, I am grateful to Tyler and Norah
for volunteering their skills, drive, and enthusiasm to the fundraising campaign.
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INVESTMENT PROFILE

HQ: Ontario, CA
Founded: 2009
Founders: Paul Francis and Jatomis Stevenson
Industry: Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure
Investment Details: $25,000 Convertible Note
Investment Date: June 2022

Company Description:
KIGT is a Black & Asian American founded Electric Vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure company.
KIGT designs, manufactures, and installs EV chargers. Working at the nexus of energy and
mobility, KIGT is committed to increasing EV charging accessibility and developing a racially
inclusive workforce. They are early-stage, revenue-generating, and headquartered in Ontario,
California.
Since co-founding KIGT in 2009 with mechanical engineer and KIGT CTO Jatomis Stevenson,
KIGT CEO Paul Francis has conducted EV and EV Charging 60 Day Pilot Projects with
municipalities, including a vehicle-to-grid demonstration for the Port of Long Beach and the Port
of Los Angeles. During a municipal EV Pilot project, KIGT was able to power parking lot lights in
a fleet yard with a single Electric Car. When you visit the Inland Empire, you can find KIGT
eChargers installed near the Ontario International Airport as well.

Recent Updates:
Currently, KIGT eChargers are installed at college campuses like the University of La Verne and
the University of California Riverside (UCR). At UCR, KIGT will demonstrate how Smart EV
Charging Stations and microgrids can operate commercially.
KIGT is involved with helping South LA transition to a plug-in lifestyle, in partnership with
community-based organizations conducting several EV Charging Station projects.
Their friends & family fundraising round started in February 2022.
KIGT won a California Energy Commission grant and will be opening up a 100 charger EV
charging station in Ontario, CA in collaboration with Uber. They are also planning expansion
to New York.

Fund Metrics Monitoring Framework:
Yearly greenhouse gas emissions
Electric Vehicle Network Training outcomes
Number of people trained
Number of people hired
Wages earned
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Based on the Impact
Management Project's®
"Five Dimensions of
Impact."

KIGT
IMPACT REPORTING

WHAT
KIGT’s EV charging infrastructure will help reduce CO2, PM 2.5, and NOX emissions from
passenger cars.
KIGT has developed a racially inclusive EV workforce, creating high paying blue collar
green jobs and prioritizing MWBE contractors.
By reducing energy pollution in BIPOC neighborhoods and installing EV infrastructure
in low-income & BIPOC neighborhoods, KIGT is promoting inclusive EV culture.

WHO
KIGT is bringing more women and BIPOC into the green workforce.
Historically targeted POC neighborhoods without access to EV chargers will gain access
through KIGT, including residents who live near significant air pollution from internal
combustion engines as well as Black and East Asian American business communities.
KIGT positively impacts plants, animals, and bodies of water near tailpipe emissions.

HOW MUCH
KIGT reduces 130-293 grams of CO2 per mile. If KIGT builds its proposed Brooklyn Navy
Yard project, this would represent savings of 1.3 million kilograms of CO2 in New York,
as well as 0.07 grams of PM2.5 and a NOx decrease to almost zero per vehicle per
charging mile.
KIGT trains 90-100 people per year in the EV workforce, helping participants in the
training program earn certifications and job placement opportunities typically starting
at $30/hour.
If KIGT builds its factory, it will provide 2,000 jobs in New York.

CONTRIBUTION
NIIF’s investment in KIGT will fund KIGT's NY Workforce development program.
NIIF will be the first investor in KIGT's Brooklyn Navy Yard project to install 100 EV
chargers (with associated GHG and PM2.5 reduction per charge).
NIIF's investment will help a Black and East Asian American founded company scale at
a moment critical to its success.

RISK
KIGT may not be receiving enough money to scale at a crucial time and amplify their
impact.
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RUNNER UP
INVESTMENT PROFILE
HQ: New York, NY
Founded: 2020
Founder: Castleigh Johnson
Industry: Fintech

Note: NIIF's Financial Inclusion Deal Team recommended a $25,000 investment in
MHP in the form of SAFE note and side letter. This investment was consistent with a a
$2-3M seed round. The funds were to be used for technology development, business
development, marketing, data, and operations.
While KIGT was the investment committee's final decision, we decided to include
MHP's investment profile and impact reporting for the valuable learning experience it
provided and due to the competitiveness of the selection process.
Company Description:
My Home Pathway (MHP) is a New York-based fintech focused on accelerating homeownership
by creating achievable pathways to mortgage qualification. The platform enables banks to serve
historically underrepresented and millennial consumer segments. MHP creates a mutually
beneficial relationship as borrowers are able to reach home ownership and lenders receive a
significant pool of previously unqualified borrowers.
Founder and NYU Stern alum Castleigh Johnson (MBA'08) started MHP in 2020 when he saw how
certain communities were so underserved that it was virtually impossible for them to become
homeowners during his time working with major banks. Over 2 million mortgage applications
are rejected annually in the U.S., and 50% of America cannot live the "American Dream." MHP
aims to serve as a solution to the gap in banking by providing a platform that enables banks to
serve historically underrepresented and millennial consumer segments.
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Based on the Impact
Management Project's®
"Five Dimensions of
Impact."

MHP
IMPACT REPORTING

WHAT
MHP generates a strong positive outcome of increasing homeownership rates and
enhancing generational wealth creation for traditionally underserved populations,
benefiting the Black, Hispanic, and millennial segments that are disproportionately
represented among rejected mortgage applicants.

WHO
MHP’s solution is open to all prospective home buyers irrespective of race, ethnicity or
age.
With the Black and Hispanic communities and millennials having lower rates of
homeownership and being more likely to be rejected from their mortgage
applications, they would naturally benefit the most from the solution and comprise
the broadest target segments of MHP.
While individuals who are not part of the targeted demographics are free to take
advantage of MHP’s offerings, the company will adopt a proactive user acquisition
strategy to reach its target segments including developing marketing contents that
resonate with minority communities, collaborating with Black and Hispanic MBA
associations and young professional groups, and through partnerships with
organizations such as Habitat for Humanity to tap into geographies with high
mortgage rejection rates and a large racial wealth divide.

HOW MUCH
MHP has the potential to drive system-wide change in the long-term by tapping into a
sizable population and market, converting over 130,000 users into homeowners by
2025.
Users who are not too far off from meeting the requirements for mortgage approval
will be converted into homeowners first, while others will benefit from its financial
literacy program and achieve home-readiness over a period of six to nine months,
depending on one’s initial home-readiness score.

CONTRIBUTION
As the only end-to-end platform that guides rejected mortgage applicants through the
credit-building and re-application process, MHP has a unique advantage in helping
underserved individuals to achieve ownership over other service providers and the NIIF
investment will further strengthen its mission focus and scale of impact.

RISK
The overall risk of mission drift is considered low as there is a strong correlation
between MHP’s success and its mission to close home inequality in the United States.
MHP also faces business, operational, and other risks but has risk mitigation strategies.
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INVESTMENT PROFILE

HQ: Arlington, VA
Founded: April 2015
Founders: Sharmi Albrechtsen and Jesper Nissen
Industry: Edtech
Investment Details: $25,000 Convertible Note
Investment Date: May 2020

Company Description:
An award-winning digital learning company focused on engaging and educating girls and
children of color about STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math). SmartGurlz
manufactures a line of friendly self-balancing robots and action dolls which can be connected to
smartphones or tablets. Children are encouraged to learn to code as they interact with the dolls
and robots.

Recent Updates:
Coming out of the pandemic, SmartGurlz was negatively impacted by COVID-19 due to its
impact on in-person learning, after-school programs, and school budgets.
In 2021, the company introduced a new service, offering a virtual summer camp for over 1,000
children in partnership with Black Girls CODE.
Currently in the midst of applying for federal grants in the edtech space through programs
and mentorships at higher education institutions.
SmartGurlz also signed a deal with All3Media for a network television show that focuses on
STEM education for K-6 students and is currently in early-stage production.
SmartGurlz CEO and co-founder, Sharmi Albrechtsen, was named Wenworth Institute of
Technology's 2022 Woman of the Year.

Looking Ahead:
SmartGurlz is attending two large conventions this June and July to
connect with school boards and districts for the 2022-23 academic
year.
SmartGurlz is positioning itself to secure a strategic partner over
the next six to twelve months to enter its next growth phase.
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Based on the Impact
Management Project's®
"Five Dimensions of
Impact."

SMARTGURLZ
IMPACT REPORTING

WHAT
SmartGurlz’s edtech toys increase STEM education and knowledge among girls and
children from underserved communities in order to provide equity in the classroom.
By pivoting their business model to include an online learning program, SmartGurlz has
effectively adapted its business model to meet current educational needs, while
ensuring children from underserved communities continue to benefit from STEM
education.
SmartGurlz contributes to SDG 4: Quality Education and SDG 5: Gender Equality.

WHO
Majority of the company's product lines focus on children aged 6-12 from underserved
communities, with the SmartGurlz product line focusing specifically on girls.
63% of girls lose interest in STEM by age 13, yet are 23-27% more likely to take a STEM
course in high school if they were encouraged to explore the subjects at a younger age.

HOW MUCH
Selling in 385 retail outlets and 20+ countries.
37,000 products sold thus far.
Partnerships with 18 schools.
Smart Buddies virtual STEM camp reached 1,000 children, 40% of whom were girls
from underserved communities.

CONTRIBUTION
NIIF’s investment allowed SmartGurlz to connect with NYU Tandon’s Center for K12
STEM Education. With this relationship, SmartGurlz is currently applying for federal
grants.

RISK
The pandemic may continue to disrupt school and educational funding, thus reducing
SmartGurlz’s school customer base.
SmartGurlz’s expansion into products for all children is a shift from their initial exclusive
focus of encouraging girls to learn STEM.
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INVESTMENT PROFILE

HQ: Philadelphia, PA
Founded: April 2017
Founder: Martin Koch
Industry: Energy Services/Software
Investment Details: $30,000 Convertible Note
Investment Date: May 2019

Company Description:
Sapient is ushering in a new paradigm of building intelligence and energy efficiency by building
the first ever building operating system. Sapient ingests, analyzes and converts billions of energy
data-points into meaningful insights through AI, machine learning and always-on optimization.
These actionable insights give enterprise decision-makers clear pathways to transforming the
way their spaces are planned and run, reducing energy consumption and carbon footprint along
the way.
The platform has many applications, including plug load energy consumption reduction, demand
peak shaving, equipment redundancies, preventative maintenance, circuit and equipment
anomaly detection, machine diagnostics, sub-metering, occupancy insights, and space
optimization. The system reduces costs and energy consumption, improves safety, enhances
overall building operational efficiency, and supports corporate sustainability and environmental
responsibility.

Recent Updates:
Sapient has expanded its product scope to include lighting and HVAC monitoring in addition
to plug and process load controls as measurement findings during the COVID-19 pandemic
revealed a significant misalignment between building occupancy and energy consumption.
Sapient has improved its processes in collaboration with energy sustainability experts for a
top down approach to reducing the carbon footprint of a building from a holistic perspective.
Customer base expanded to several new verticals, including industrial, warehousing, and
government.
Sapient has continued to demonstrate the efficacy of its solutions, driving material energy
and carbon savings of over 30% of electrical loads under Sapient controls.
The Sapient team has grown significantly over the past 12 months, increasing to over 50.
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Based on the Impact
Management Project's®
"Five Dimensions of
Impact."

SAPIENT
IMPACT REPORTING

WHAT
Sapient helps clients from both public and private sectors reduce energy consumption and
optimize energy efficiency.
As a result of energy savings, Sapient lowers individual utility bills and drive bottom-line impact,
and helps stabilize electricity prices and volatility.
Better energy efficiency lowers greenhouse gas emissions and other pollutants.
Decreases overall electricity demand and reduces the need to invest in new electricity
generation and transmission infrastructure.
Sapient contributes to SDG 7: Affordable and Clean Energy

WHO
Commercial real estate and public sectors continue to lag behind their goals of reducing their
building energy consumption to meet stated carbon reduction targets.
Clients that benefit from Sapient’s technology include commercial real estate, local and federal
governments, industrial facilities, university campuses, hospitals and labs, and more.

HOW MUCH
The Sapient system can reduce total energy consumption by up to 20%.
Depth: Several million square feet of space across educational facilities, labs, commercial office
space, public assembly venues, industrial and manufacturing facilities, among others.
Breadth: In 2020, each piece of equipment plugged into the Sapient system avoided over 10 lbs
of CO2 being released into the atmosphere every month. In the aggregate across all Sapient
customers, this amounts to avoided emissions equivalent to nearly 1,000,000 miles driven and
400,000 pounds of coal burned.
Duration: Associated terms of contracts signed.

CONTRIBUTION
NIIF’s investment not only provided capital to Sapient but also introduced NYU as one of
Sapient’s key clients who are now optimizing their plug load energy consumption and building
operations in NYU buildings.
There has been a thirst for reporting on sustainability in building operations and energy
management. Sapient provides hard-coded sustainability and impact reporting such as
emissions monitoring and emissions reductions to help clients achieve their sustainability
commitments.

RISK
The future workplace post-COVID-19 could reduce the demand for office space requiring
Sapient to diversify its client base.
Changes in cost of energy can shift the need for energy management.
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STUDENT EXPERIENCES

Corey Vacca

Sindi Mafico

Legal Counsel for the Environmental Deal Team
NYU Law - Business Transactions Clinic

Education Deal Team
Marketing Team Lead

Working start-to-finish on this process was an invaluable
experience that set the foundation for my work as a
future corporate attorney. I would therefore encourage
future students to embrace this unparalleled
opportunity by seizing every chance to gain new
experiences, develop new skills, and create new
relationships.

Experiential learning offered me the unique opportunity to
connect classroom insights with real-world situations. NIIF
granted me an educational experience that traditional
models of learning couldn't capture. Grateful for the chance
to go through every stage of the impact investing process,
and to build my confidence in my ability to be an agent of
change.

Jenabu Simaha

Nikhel Taurani

Education Deal Team Lead

Healthcare Deal Team Lead

Participating in NIIF has been one of my most
rewarding experiences at NYU. I gained significant
first-hand experience in and developed a thorough
understanding of the impact investment process. NIIF
provides great exposure into the impact investing
space and allows you to connect with amazing
individuals who are passionate about social impact.
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NIIF allowed me to gain a better understanding of the life
cycle of impact investments and best practices in this area.
Additionally, I gained valuable experience managing and
collaborating with exceptionally talented and driven team
members through my role as a deal team leader. NIIF will
provide you with a solid foundation for your professional
career, regardless of your chosen field.

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT
The NYU Impact Investing Fund Alumni Association (NIIFAA) is the first alumni association
of its kind organized by a common passion for impact investing and including alumni from
Stern, Wagner, and NYU Law. NIIFAA was launched in early 2020 with the aim of providing a
governing body to help foster and grow an NYU alumni community who are passionate about
the field of impact investing. Since inception, NIIFAA has elected a board that has delivered
multiple events and engagement initiatives to the community. NIIFAA's mission is to support
the community of NYU alumni passionate about impact investing, serve as the liaison between
NIIF and its alumni, and build the field of impact investing.

Sindhu D Janakiram
Co-Founder & CEO, Refugee Integration
Insights

NYU Wagner MPA 2020
NIIF Class of 2020

Q&A
What is your current role?
I'm the Co-Founder and CEO of Refugee Integration Insights (RII), the first independent provider of
corporate refugee data and insights. I co-founded the nonprofit research company with Ignacio
Paullier (Wagner 2020, NIIF 2020) who participated in NIIF my year as well!

How did your participation in NIIF help you get this role?
There are many skills I honed in NIIF that are relevant to my work today, but the primary experience
that prepared me for my current role was preparation for and delivery of our deal team pitch to the
class and eventually, the Investment Committee. As a founder, I have pitched to a variety of
stakeholders including financial institutions, foundations, and data providers, stressing both the
impact and business impact of our organization, much in the same way I did on our deal team pitch.

What is your favorite NIIF memory?
I was on the environment deal team and represented a company called Sunthetics founded by two
female NYU alumni chemical engineers. My favorite NIIF memories were all of our meetings with the
two founders, talking through their company, learning how to advocate on their behalf, and
becoming friendly with them. It was such a privilege to be able to spend in-person time getting to
know them, and it was another invaluable experience that helped in my own founding journey.

Do you have any advice for current or future NIIF students?
Once you are working with your company, be as intentional as possible about how you use the
founders / employees' time. Founders are always short on time, so when you request a call or meeting
with them, try to squeeze much out of them in as little time as possible. Try to simulate the
experience of being a real deal team as much as possible and therefore keep it as professional as
possible. You aren't a student to them, you are potentially someone who is helping channel much
needed capital to the enterprise they are pouring themselves into. This has the added benefit of
teaching valuable client relationship skills as well.
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ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

Sophia (Valner) Friedman
Senior Associate, Health Equity at Impact
Engine
NYU Stern MBA, NYU Wagner MPA 2020
NIIF Class of 2019

Q&A
What is your current role?
I am a Senior Associate focused on Health Equity at Impact Engine. Impact Engine is a venture
capital and private equity firm investing in companies driving positive impact in health equity,
economic empowerment and environmental sustainability.

How did your participation in NIIF help you get this role?
NIIF gave me a great understanding of the overall sourcing, deal life cycle and due diligence
processes. It gave me real world, hands on experience that I might not have otherwise had that I
was able to speak to directly throughout the interview process. The fact that NIIF is entirely student
led is a real differentiator in giving potential employers comfort in the fact that NIIF alums have
experience in every stage of the deal lifecycle.

What skills did you learn through NIIF that you find useful today?
The number one thing is due diligence. NIIF gave me a comprehensive, first-hand understanding of
the due diligence process that I apply to my current role every single day.

What is your favorite NIIF memory?
Not so much a memory, but I was on the health tech team and the company that we sourced and
presented was called Resprana. Resprana develops innovative consumer wearables and their first
product is a sleek, in-nose product to reduce users’ exposure to air pollution. Think those little ear
pods on headphones, but that instead have filters and go into your nose to protect you from air
pollution and potentially other toxins / germs. This was pre-COVID days and unfortunately we were
not ultimately selected as the NIIF winners, but I like to think had we put this company forward
during or post-COVID it could have been a totally different outcome.

Do you have any advice for current or future NIIF students?
Go all in. If you want to go into impact investing long term, this is truly one of the greatest
opportunities to get real world experience in impact investing which can typically have high
barriers to entry and so I really think making the most of your NIIF experience can set you apart
throughout the recruiting and interview process in your job search, to ultimately set you up for
success in a full time role post MBA.
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ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

Sam Jewett
ESG Insights Manager for Acumen
NYU Wagner MPA 2020
NIIF Class of 2020

Q&A
What is your current role?
I am the ESG Insights Manager for Acumen, a global impact investing firm.

How did your participation in NIIF help you get this role?
Participating in NIIF gave me real world investing experience, the opportunity to develop new
investing skills, and a strong network of fellow students and interesting guest lecturers. I built
relevant skills and experiences with NIIF that I could speak to in my interviews with Acumen and
other similar organizations. Fellow NIIF students and alumni have been so helpful with networking,
sharing interesting perspectives and experiences, and connecting job opportunities. NIIF also
taught me about the impact investing landscape including Acumen, my current employer.

What skills did you learn through NIIF that you find useful today?
Researching investment pipeline, diligencing startups, and presenting to the IC were all very
informative for my current work. Working with an early stage social enterprise over the course of a
year taught me the balance needed between meaningful diligence and the capacity of early stage
companies. At Acumen, I develop and implement ESG policies and procedures for both our forprofit funds and our direct investing work. As a result of working closely with a social enterprise at
NIIF, I seek to ensure that our teams and investors can investigate and mitigate the most relevant
risks without implementing overly cumbersome investing procedures. Additionally, I serve as
Acumen's investment committee observer for a fund our organization invested in. Preparing for and
presenting to the NIIF investment committee prepared me for my role on the investment
committee. Most importantly, my NIIF experience made me a more compassionate and competent
investor.

What is your favorite NIIF memory?
It's hard to pick a favorite memory as I look back at my entire NIIF experience with such fondness. I
really enjoyed practicing and preparing for the investment committee presentations. Our team had
to synthesize 5 months of diligence and interviews into a short investment memo and a 10 minute
presentation. That period of reflecting, writing, and presenting both demonstrated the incredible
value that social enterprises offer and the difficult challenges of investing in and founding startups.
I was also grateful for the opportunity to have so much fun and learn so much from my deal team
peers over our long meetings developing our investment memo and presentation.

Do you have any advice for current or future NIIF students?
I have two pieces of advice for current or future NIIF students. First, get to know the social
enterprise you're diligencing incredibly well. Social entrepreneurs are pretty amazing people and
students are fortunate to be able to spend quality time learning from these businesses. Second, use
the many resources afforded to you by NYU. Look for investment pipeline using Pitchbook and
Prequin, reach out to professors, alumni, and other networks, and learn from Professor Taitel and
your peers.
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NIIF ASSOCIATES

Adam Rosenbloom

Ariana Dial

Bucky Aronoff

MBA

MBA

MBA

Carrie Zhang

Dan Steurer

Daniel Prichard

MBA*

MBA

MBA

David Bernstein

Emily Farley Chang

Hasan Khan

MPA*

MPA*

MPA

Hilarina Casie Chitty

Hailey Hirano

Jenabu Simaha

MPA

BS

MPA*

Jiaqiang He

Margot Besnard

Nikhel Taurani

MPA

MPA

MPA*

*Indicates student was part of the NIIF Student Advisory Board
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Norah Frank

Pedro Jardim

Queenie Tam

MPA

MBA

MPA

Robert Maiello

Sam Xia

Sara Huncke

MBA

BS

MBA

Shirley Dang

Shriya Ravishankar

Sindi Mafico

MPA

MBA*

MPA*

Stella Yao

Stephanie Li

Tara Mei Smith

MPA

MBA

MBA

Toufic Moukarzel

Tyler Rice

Zhenhua Peng

MBA

MPA

MBA

*Indicates student was part of the NIIF Student Advisory Board
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Scott Taitel
NIIF Faculty Advisor
 cott Taitel is Clinical Professor of Public Service and Director of Social
S
Impact, Innovation & Investment at the NYU Wagner Graduate School of
Public Policy. He has received Wagner's Professor of the Year Award as well
as the Financial Times' Award for Excellence in Sustainable Finance
Education. He teaches numerous courses including Managing Financial and
Social Returns of Social Enterprises, Social Impact Investment, Corporate
Finance & Public Policy, and Scaling Social Enterprises. Professor Taitel has
also created the Social Innovation & Investment Initiative at Wagner which
serves as a central hub and incubator in the field of social finance. The
Initiative has received funding from the Ford Foundation, Michael & Susan
Dell Foundation and the W.K. Kellogg Foundation.
As former Chief Operating Officer for the Clinton Foundation’s Enterprise
Partnership, Professor Taitel was responsible for establishing impact
investment funds and the oversight of a portfolio of social enterprises
throughout the developing world. Prior to joining the Clinton Foundation,
Professor Taitel was a managing partner of an international venture capital
firm and held numerous senior executive roles in both private and public
multinational technology companies. His earlier career was as an economic
development planner. Professor Taitel has a Bachelor’s degree in Policy
Studies from Syracuse University and an MBA from Northeastern University
where he taught as an adjunct faculty member.

Bryan Ramos
NIIF Faculty Advisor
Bryan Ramos is the Assistant Dean for Experiential & Global Education at
New York University’s Leonard N. Stern School of Business. In this role, he
leads efforts to establish a culture of experimentation, innovation and realworld experiences into Stern's curriculum. Under this portfolio, Bryan
oversees immersive courses designed to help develop global mindsets while
providing hands-on learning opportunities for students to deliver creative
solutions to real businesses in a variety of industries both in NYC and around
the world.
In addition, he advocates for Stern's global engagement and partnerships,
working alongside leaders across the school to advance the school’s impact
around the world.
Prior to Stern, Bryan held a variety of roles in the higher education and
advertising industries. Bryan holds both a Bachelor's and Master's degree
from Boston College and his MBA from NYU Stern.
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Casey Clark
President & Chief Investment Officer, Rockefeller Asset Management

NYU Alum
Casey C. Clark, CFA, is President and Chief Investment Officer, Global Head of
ESG Investments, and Portfolio Manager for Rockefeller Asset Management.
Mr. Clark was previously Deputy CIO and is responsible for overseeing
Rockefeller’s efforts of maximize alpha and outcomes by executing across
four strategic pillars: (1) Research, (2) Engagement, (3) Thought Leadership,
and (4) Innovation. Mr. Clark serves as a Portfolio Manager on thematic
equity offerings, including Rockefeller’s Climate Solutions Strategy and the
Credit Suisse RockefellerSM Ocean Engagement Strategy. Additionally, Mr.
Clark leads Rockefeller’s ESG Investing efforts across the broad Rockefeller
Capital Management organization. Prior to joining Rockefeller in March 2019,
Mr. Clark served as Managing Director and Director of Sustainable and
Impact Investing at Glenmede, where he helped launch and build
Glenmede’s sustainable and impact investing business.
Mr. Clark has authored numerous investment and sustainability-related
publications and is often featured in several print and broadcast media
segments. Mr. Clark is a graduate of Pennsylvania State University, received
his M.B.A. from the Stern School of Business at New York University and
retains the Charter Financial Analyst® charterholder designation. Mr. Clark is
also an Advisor to New York University Stern’s Center for Sustainable
Business.

Monique Aiken
Managing Director, The Investment Integration Project &
Contributing Editor, ImpactAlpha
NYU Alum
Monique Aiken is passionate about social change and positive impact after
spending 15 years in investment banking, where she developed her
understanding of the capital markets. She is Managing Director at The
Investment Integration Project and a Contributing Editor at ImpactAlpha.
She previously served as VP of Programs at Mission Investors Exchange, a
network organization for impact investing education through peer-learning.
Prior to joining Mission Investors Exchange, Monique was a Director at
Tideline, a boutique impact investing strategy consulting firm. She served as
Project Manager at the Clinton Foundation for No Ceilings: The Full
Participation Project, a women’s empowerment initiative led by Secretary
Clinton, and as business development manager for the Clinton Global
Initiative.
Earlier, as a VP in Deutsche Bank’s Commodity Derivatives Sales group, she
managed client relationships with Oil and Gas (E&P), Utility, and Consumer
Products companies in the United States and Latin America. Earlier in her
career, she worked for Citigroup in the Debt Capital Markets group in both
New York and London, and as an analyst at Bank of America in the Credit
Products group. Monique holds an MBA from NYU Stern School of Business
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Graham Macmillan
President, The Visa Foundation
NYU Alum
 raham Macmillan is the President of the Visa Foundation where he is
G
responsible for developing and executing the Foundation’s grantmaking and
impact investing strategy in support of its mission to help low-income and
financially-underserved small businesses around the world. Previously,
Graham was Senior Program Officer for Mission Investments at the Ford
Foundation. Mission Investments is a $1.25b integrated program of impact
investments and grant support. His primary work focuses on strengthening
institutions and applying technologies to change how capital markets’
allocate investment to be more long-term and sustainable. Previously,
Graham was Director of Corporate Social Responsibility and Business
Partnerships at Citi, working with Citi businesses to drive economic and
social impact. Graham joined Citi as the Senior Program Officer for Financial
Inclusion where he managed the Foundation's international grantmaking
program in nearly 90 countries.
Prior to Citi, Graham was Senior Director of VisionSpring, a leading social
enterprise
selling
consumer
products
to
promote
economic
development. He serves as a member of the Board of Directors of Village
Capital and ROC USA while previously serving as two-term member of the
Executive Committee of the Aspen Network for Development Entrepreneurs
(ANDE). He has been a Term Member of the Council on Foreign
Relations. Graham received his BA from Colby College, MSc from NYU
Wagner, and MBA through a joint program at NYU Stern, London School of
Economics, and HEC Paris School of Management.
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